HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
H. No. 7660

BY REPRESENTATIVES BOLILIA, COLLANTES, SANTOS-RECTO, ABU, ERMITA-BUHAIN, SAVELLANO, BENITEZ, ALBANO, SUANSING (E.), ACOP, VARGAS ALFONSO, UY (J.), PLAZA, BABASA, VERGARA, SAGARBARRIA, VALMAYOR, ACOSTA, GORRICETA, SIAO, ROQUE, TEJADA, BARBA, ZUBIRI, SILVERIO, CABREDO, CAGAS, VIOLAGO, DUSTALI, SINGSON-MEEHAN, DY (F.M.C.), DY (I.P.), LOYOLA, NATIVIDAD-NAGANO, LACSON, CABATBAT, HAESCO, GERON and ENVERGA, PER COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 605

AN ACT
DECLARING THE MUNICIPALITY OF SAN JOSE IN THE PROVINCE OF BATANGAS, AS THE "EGG BASKET OF THE PHILIPPINES"

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the Philippines in Congress assembled:

SECTION 1. Short Title. - This Act shall be known as the "Egg Basket Act".

SECTION 2. Declaration of Policy. - The Municipality of San Jose in the Province of Batangas is hereby declared as the "Egg Basket of the Philippines" in recognition of the economic significance of its egg industry in both local and national levels.

SECTION 3. Implementation. - The Department of Agriculture shall issue the necessary and appropriate orders and circulars to implement the provision of this Act.

SECTION 4. Effectivity. - This Act shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its publication in the Official Gazette or in a newspaper of general circulation.

Approved,